Shared Insight in Action
Shared Insight in Action (SIA) is a facilitated collaborative
process to generate insight and accelerate problemsolving. Hallmarks of SIA are its focus on action,
inclusiveness, and transparency. The SIA method:

“Shared”



SIA drives towards consensus through common
vocabulary, facilitated conversation, and visualization.

Radically improves the quality of analysis and
completeness of recommendations by uncovering
hidden insights within the your organization



Unites participants in a shared understanding of the
dynamics of your markets, operations, and extended
stakeholders



Emphasizes tangible action, not just analysis

If moving to action requires mobilizing stakeholders,
discovering hidden insights, and establishing lasting
commitment to change, then SIA may be right for you.

SIA Methodology
SIA solves problems by generating progressive insight
over successive planning stages. Each stage is designed
to provide closure and enable effective action.

SIA encourages broad participation as extended
stakeholders bring together diverse insights.

Stakeholders cross-validate their assumptions and
contribute diverse perspectives to decisions and
recommendations in a timely way.

“Insight”
Insight is the centerpiece of SIA. We believe that the
insight required to address the organization’s challenges
often already exists within your diverse stakeholder
group.
The Knowledge Jam’s facilitative process capitalizes on
the curiosity and motivation of that group as we surface
the most relevant knowledge, both written and in
peoples’ heads.
SIA makes insight actionable by capturing the
organization’s knowledge and placing it in appropriate
context for innovating and inventing strategies.

“In Action”
SIA has a bias toward action. For example, launching
projects, coordinating new alliances, designing new
products, or transitioning to new organizational models.
The SIA rhythm is action-oriented: At the end of each
stage, the stakeholders are equipped to move forward.
Importantly, because of their participation, they have
sufficient knowledge to act on their own without further
dependency on consultants.
A “Knowledge Jam” is at the center of each SIA phase.
Knowledge Jam is a proven methodology for knowledge
discovery and action planning. A collaborative process
for getting out knowledge and translating it, Knowledge
Jams reduce the time to make insights stick.

Results
Collaboration and transparency throughout SIA help
participants come to see themselves as allies – change
agents motivated by a common understanding of the
opportunities, and directed toward a common strategy.

To explore where Shared Insight In Action will help your organization, visit www.alignconsultinginc.com
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